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ABSTRACT: Involving stakeholders throughout the creation of new educational technologies can help ensure their usefulness and usability in real-world contexts. However, given the complexity of learning analytics (LA) systems, it can be challenging to meaningfully involve non-technical stakeholders throughout their design and development. This article presents a detailed case study of the iterative co-design of Lumilo, a wearable, real-time learning analytics tool for teachers working in AI-enhanced K-12 classrooms. In the process, we argue that the co-design of LA systems requires new kinds of prototyping methods. We introduce one of our own prototyping methods, REs, to address unique challenges of co-prototyping data-driven algorithmic systems such as LA tools. This work presents the first end-to-end demonstration in the literature of how non-technical stakeholders can participate throughout the whole design process for a complex LA system—from early generative phases to the selection and tuning of analytics to evaluation in real-world contexts. We conclude with a summary of methodological recommendations for future LA co-design efforts.

NOTES FOR PRACTICE

- The field of Learning Analytics (LA) is beginning to explore new tools and strategies for co-designing LA tools with critical stakeholders such as teachers, students, and parents. Effectively co-designing LA systems requires drawing upon design and prototyping methods from a range of disciplines, and in some cases creating new ones. However, actual demonstrations of successful co-design processes for LA tools remain very rare.
- This article provides an end-to-end demonstration and methodological recommendations for how non-technical stakeholders can meaningfully participate throughout the design of a complex LA tool. For example, when implementing co-design processes, designers of LA tools should center initial discussions on stakeholder needs, rather than specific analytics or other technical considerations. In addition, to ensure usefulness and usability of the resulting designs, designers should scaffold stakeholders in reflecting on how particular learning analytics displays might inform (or fail to inform) instructional decision-making and action in the context of specific tasks and scenarios.
- The present case study illustrates the importance of carefully considering which roles to augment, which to automate, and which to leave alone, when designing LA tools for use in social contexts such as classrooms. Working closely with key stakeholders such as

1 Some studies included in this article have previously appeared in conference publications (Holstein, Hong, Tegene, McLaren, & Aleven, 2018; Holstein, McLaren, & Aleven, 2017b). The current article expands substantially on these prior publications by contributing: (1) An expanded discussion of the design process and methods used; (2) A discussion of findings from classroom deployment of the resulting system, highlighting needs and nuances that emerged only once the tool was used ‘in the wild’; (3) Methodological reflections and recommendations for future learning analytics co-design efforts; and (4) An expanded discussion of the Replay Enactments prototyping method, which was only briefly introduced in our prior publications.
teachers can help designers to better understand their values, and the nuances of the contexts in which LA technologies will be used. In turn, this can help designers understand where automation or augmentation via LA can help more than hurt.
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1 **INTRODUCTION**

Actively involving educational practitioners and other stakeholders throughout the design of educational technologies can help ensure their alignment with real-world needs, values, and constraints, and their usefulness and usability in actual educational contexts (DiSalvo, Yip, Bonsignore, & DiSalvo, 2017; Prieto-Alvarez, Martinez-Maldonado, & Anderson, 2018; Schuler & Namioka, 1993). Yet given the complexity of learning analytics (LA) systems, it can be challenging for stakeholders to meaningfully contribute to their design (cf. Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016; Mavrikis, Gutierrez-Santos, Geraniou, Noss, & Poulovassilis, 2013; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). For example, teachers and students may have limited data literacy or limited understanding of the potentials of state-of-the-art data gathering, processing, or visualization techniques (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016; Mavrikis et al., 2013). Effectively co-designing LA systems with practitioners thus requires generative design techniques and strategies for eliciting end-user desires, needs, values, and constraints, untethered by specific pre-existing technologies or users’ understandings of what is currently possible. In addition, meaningfully involving non-technical stakeholders throughout the whole design process requires prototyping methods that can aid them in understanding the consequences of particular design choices in complex LA systems (e.g., how particular analytic measures, coupled with specific parameter settings and visualizations, might behave when used for different student populations), so that they can provide informed design feedback.

In the present work, we present a case study of the iterative co-design, development, and evaluation of a real-time learning analytics tool for K-12 teachers who use AI learning technologies in the classroom—culminating in Lumilo, a set of mixed-reality smart glasses that tune teachers in to the rich analytics generated by these systems. This work provides the first end-to-end demonstration in the literature of how teachers can meaningfully participate at every stage of the design of a complex LA system, from initial needfinding and generative design activities to the selection and tuning of analytic measures to the evaluation of resulting technologies in live K-12 classrooms. In addition, this work presents the first broad investigation in the literature of teachers’ needs for real-time analytics (i.e., one that is not initially tied to an existing prototype or constrained by immediate technical feasibility, such as the current availability of data or analytic measures), within or outside the context of AI-enhanced classrooms (Holstein et al., 2017b; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2017). While we investigate teacher needs in the context of AI-enhanced K-12 classrooms, we expect that many of our design findings reflect broader needs for classroom orchestration support, and may thus generalize to other contexts.
The structure of this article is as follows: we first provide a brief overview of prior work (Section 2) on the co-design of learning analytics systems, as well as the use of AI tutors to support teachers in the classroom. Following a high-level overview of our overall design process (Section 3), we then report on our initial, generative design studies with K-12 teachers (Section 4) and our iterative prototyping studies (Section 5), presenting key findings at each stage of the process. As part of this work, we introduce a novel prototyping method for data-driven algorithmic systems (Replay Enactments) and report on the use of Replay Enactments to anticipate the impacts of specific choices of analytic measures and visualizations on teachers’ user experience (section 5.6) and behavior (Section 5.7) prior to entering live classrooms. Finally, we present observations from Lumilo’s use in live middle school math classrooms (Section 6), and close with a discussion of our overall design process, providing recommendations for future LA co-design efforts and highlighting opportunities for future research (Section 7).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Co-design of learning analytics systems

Participatory or co-design approaches have a long history in the learning sciences, where researchers and designers have worked closely with teachers and/or students as active collaborators in the design of formative assessment tools, adaptive learning technologies, and educational simulations, among many other applications (e.g., Black & Harrison, 2001; DiSalvo & DiSalvo, 2014; Hoadley, 2017; Penuel, Roschelle, & Shechtman, 2007; Penuel & Yarnall, 2005; Shepard, 1997). In addition to helping designers gain deeper, more detailed understandings of stakeholder needs and values, co-design approaches can lead to unexpected technological innovations and also empower participants – giving them a voice in shaping technologies that impact their lives, and increasing the likelihood of technology acceptance and adoption (DiSalvo et al., 2017; Hoadley, 2017).

Despite these benefits, data-driven algorithmic systems such as LA tools introduce many new challenges for co-design. Helping non-technical stakeholders meaningfully participate in shaping algorithmic elements of such systems has been recognized as a central open challenge in the area of Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) (Baumer, 2017; Dennerlein et al., 2018; Kyung Lee et al., 2018; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018; Zhu & Terveen, 2018). Although recently proposed design models in the field of Learning Analytics (LA), such as the LATUX workflow (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016), encourage the active involvement of stakeholders at every stage of the design process, detailed case studies of actual co-design processes in LA remain rare (but see Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). Furthermore, when stakeholders are involved in the LA design process, they tend to be brought in at relatively late stages—for example, to provide feedback on existing prototypes of LA tools. Yet by this point in the design process, many fundamental design decisions have already been made, such as the pedagogical goals that a design is intended to address (Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2017; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018).

Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2016) and Mavrikis, Gutierrez-Santos, and Poulouvasilis (2013) provide case studies of LA design processes that involve frequent consultations and user testing with classroom
teachers, providing rich insights into how teachers can be involved at multiple stages of the design process. In addition, recent work by Dollinger and Lodge (2018) and Prieto-Alvarez et al. (2018) has begun to synthesize high-level strategies and frameworks for involving students throughout the entirety of the design process for LA tools. However, LA design workflows and frameworks alone provide limited methodological guidance for researchers and practitioners who wish to employ co-design approaches in their particular contexts, and many open questions remain about how to most effectively involve non-technical stakeholders throughout the entire LA design process.

To the best of our knowledge, the present case study provides the first end-to-end demonstration in the literature of how teachers can meaningfully participate throughout the design process for a complex LA tool – beginning with broad needfinding and generative design phases, and concluding with piloting and evaluation in real-world learning contexts. It is our hope that, in combination with emerging frameworks for LA co-design, this detailed case study will help to inform future efforts to deeply involve stakeholders in the design of learning analytics tools and other data-driven algorithmic systems.

2.2 Al tutors as teachers’ aides

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) are a class of AI learning technologies that provide students with step-by-step guidance during complex problem-solving practice and other learning activities. These systems continuously adapt instruction to students’ current ‘state’ (a set of measured variables, which may include moment-by-moment estimates of student knowledge, metacognitive skills, affective states, and more) (Desmarais and Baker, 2012). Several metareviews have indicated that ITSs can enhance student learning, compared with other learning technologies or traditional classroom instruction (e.g., Kulik & Fletcher, 2016). However, ethnographic studies have revealed that, in K-12 classroom settings, teachers and students often use ITSs in ways not originally anticipated by system designers (e.g., Holstein, McLaren, & Alevon, 2017a; Ogan et al., 2012; 2015; Schofield, Eurich-Fulcer, & Britt, 1994). For example, Schofield et al. (1994) found that rather than replacing the teacher, a key benefit of using such AI tutors in the classroom may be that they free teachers to provide more individualized help while students work with the tutor. Although students in the Schofield et al. study tended to perceive that teachers provide better one-on-one help than an ITS, they also preferred ITS class sessions to more traditional class sessions – in part because of this increase in one-on-one teacher-student interactions.

Despite these benefits, modern ITSs have also been shown to have various limitations (e.g., Beck & Gong, 2013; Kai et al., 2018; Käser et al., 2016; Ogan et al., 2012; 2015). A rich strand of literature in human factors engineering has studied problems of “function allocation” between humans and machines in contexts where automation is helpful yet imperfect (e.g., Wright, Dearden, & Fields, 2000; Sujan & Pasquini, 1998; Wickens, Gordon, Liu & Lee, 1998). Yet the question of how best to combine strengths of human and automated instruction has received relatively little attention within the Learning Analytics and AI in Education literatures thus far. Over a decade ago, Yacef proposed a reframing of intelligent tutoring systems as “intelligent teaching assistants” (ITAs): systems designed with the joint objectives of helping human teachers teach and helping students learn, rather than only the latter of
these objectives as is typical of ITSs (Yacef, 2002). In line with the literature on function allocation in human-machine systems, other researchers have since proposed optimizing student learning by leveraging complementary strengths of human and AI instruction (e.g., Baker, 2016; Ritter, Yudelson, Fancsali, & Berman, 2016). That is, ITSs might be more effective if they could adaptively enlist the help of human teachers (c.f. Kamar, 2016), in situations teachers may be better suited to handle. While there has been some work on real-time teacher support tools for ITS classrooms since the vision of ITAs was introduced, little work has explored teachers’ actual needs and desires for such support, or how human instruction might most effectively be combined with AI instruction.

3 OVERVIEW OF METHODS

Throughout our design process, we employed a broad range of design research methods. At a high-level, our design process followed the LATUX workflow for designing and deploying LA awareness tools (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016). As described in the following sections, choices of methods at each phase of our iterative design process were made adaptively, based on our research/design team’s areas of greatest uncertainty at a given stage of the process. A brief overview of the overall design process, illustrating major design phases and examples of methods used at each phase, is presented below. Each phase is discussed in detail in Sections 4 through 6. To inform future LA co-design efforts, we then summarize “lessons learned” in the form of broad methodological recommendations in Section 7.

1. **Initial needs analysis and concept generation**, including design activities such as generative card sorting exercises (Cairns & Cox, 2008), directed storytelling (Evenson, 2006), and semi-structured interviews and field observations (Hanington & Martin, 2012).

2. **Initial concept validation** via speed dating sessions (Davidoff, Lee, Dey, & Zimmerman, 2007).

3. **Iterative lower-fidelity prototyping**, gradually increasing the fidelity of both prototypes and simulated use contexts, using methods such as experience prototyping (Buchenau & Suri, 2000), role-playing and bodystorming exercises (Oulasvirta, Kurvinen, & Kankainen, 2003), participatory sketching and comicboarding (Halloran et al., 2006; Moraveji, Li, Ding, O’Kelley, & Woolf, 2007; Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, & Sellen, 2006), and behavioral mapping (Hanington & Martin, 2012; Veitch, Salmon, & Ball, 2007).

4. **Iterative higher-fidelity prototyping** with replay-based simulation exercises, using Replay Enactments (Holstein, Hong, et al., 2018): a novel prototyping method for learning analytics tools and other data-driven algorithmic systems.

5. **Iterative classroom piloting and evaluation**, using field observations, behavioral mapping, and semi-structured interviews.
4 INVESTIGATING TEACHERS’ NEEDS AND DESIRES FOR REAL-TIME ANALYTICS IN AI-ENHANCED CLASSROOMS

To first gain a better sense of teachers’ challenges and needs for support in AI-enhanced classrooms, we conducted a series of formative design studies with a total of 10 middle school math teachers, across five schools. All participating teachers had previously used some form of adaptive learning software in the classroom, and all but one had previously used an ITS as part of their classroom instruction.

4.1 “Teacher superpowers” as a probe to investigate perceived challenges

To encourage teachers to talk freely about challenges they face in AI-enhanced classrooms, without feeling constrained to those for which they believed a technical solution was currently possible, we initially avoided asking direct questions about “learning analytics”. Instead, we developed a new probe: in a series of one-on-one study sessions with five teachers (across schools C and D), we asked, “If you could have any superpowers you wanted, to help you do your job, what would they be?” We first posed this question in a very broad sense, but then asked specifically about superpowers that teachers would find useful during classes in which their students work with an ITS or other adaptive learning technology.

In each study session, we asked teachers to immediately write down their “superpower” ideas on index cards the moment they thought of them—pausing ongoing conversation, if need be—to reduce the chance that they would lose track of an idea. In addition to identifying design opportunities within the cards teachers generated, we wanted to get a better sense of teachers’ relative priorities among superpowers, and the reasons underlying these priorities (e.g., the relative severity of the daily challenges underlying these “superpower requests”). To this end, once a teacher finished generating superpower ideas, they were asked to sort them by subjective priority, while thinking aloud about the reasoning behind their sorting (cf. Cairns & Cox, 2008; Hanington & Martin, 2012).

Teachers were encouraged to generate new cards while sorting, in case the card sorting process inspired new ideas. After a teacher had finished sorting their cards, they were presented with cards generated by all teachers who had participated before them, and were given the option to include any of these cards in their own hierarchy. If a teacher found an idea generated by a previous teacher undesirable, they were instructed to omit that card from their hierarchy. If a teacher felt that a superpower idea generated by a previous teacher was synonymous or redundant with one of their own ideas, they were encouraged to align these cards horizontally, to indicate a “tie.” For example, Figure 1 shows an excerpt from one hierarchy that emerged from this iterative card generation and sorting process. One of this

---

Additional participant demographics for all studies reported in this article are available at: [http://tinyurl.com/JLACodesign](http://tinyurl.com/JLACodesign)
Figure 1. Excerpt of a hierarchy produced by one teacher’s card sort. Superpower ideas the teacher considered more desirable are placed higher with the hierarchy (from Holstein et al., 2017b).

teacher’s desired superpowers was “Omniscience,” which the teacher considered synonymous with “Being able to see students’ thought processes” (a card that a previous teacher had generated).

Overall, teachers tended to prefer “Seeing students thought processes” over most other superpowers, including “Seeing students’ misconceptions.” Some teachers elaborated that if they could really see and understand students’ step-by-step reasoning, this would likely reveal students’ misconceptions and much more. It is also worth noting that, although estimates of student knowledge (e.g., in the form of probabilities that a student has mastered particular skills) are one of the most central analytics presented by common reporting systems for ITSs (e.g., Heffernan & Heffernan, 2014; Khachatryan et al., 2014; Ritter, Carlson, Sandbothe, & Fancsali, 2015), the superpower “Knowing whether students really know something” ranked lower than most other common superpower ideas.

Across the card hierarchies teachers generated, some interesting regularities emerged. All five of the teachers we interviewed wanted the abilities to:

**See students’ thought processes.** Teachers wanted to be able to see the chains of reasoning that led students from one mathematical expression to the next, without always having to ask students to “show their work,” and without having to spend much time deciphering student work. Some teachers explicitly distinguished “seeing thought processes” from simply seeing percentage estimates of student’s mastery over certain skills (which they were used to seeing in reports from adaptive learning software they had used previously), noting that such skill mastery estimates were less actionable. That is, if teachers could follow students’ thought processes in real-time, this could provide opportunities for them to “re-route” students at the moment students “take a wrong turn” during a problem solving activity, rather than only providing delayed feedback once the student has moved past the relevant problem.
Know which students are truly stuck. Teachers noted that students often raise their hands during lab sessions when they don’t actually need help. At the same time, teachers believed that many students who actually need help the most were the least likely to raise their hands. Being able to see which students actually need the teacher’s help, at any given moment, would enable the teacher to better prioritize help across students and “fight the biggest fires first.”

Know which students are “almost there” and just need a nudge to reach mastery. Teachers noted that one of the most fulfilling parts of their jobs is “seeing students to the finish line”: working with students who are currently on the verge of understanding a new concept, and helping them reach that understanding more quickly. One teacher was initially conflicted over whether to include this superpower in his hierarchy, noting that students in this situation would likely reach mastery even without the teacher’s help. But this teacher ultimately decided to keep this superpower in the hierarchy, acknowledging that, while he generally tries to spend most of his time working with struggling students, he would find it demotivating to spend all of his time doing so.

In addition, four out of five interviewed teachers wanted the abilities to:

Temporarily clone myself (create “Multiple Me’s“). Teachers wanted the ability to provide one-on-one support to multiple students simultaneously, rather than leaving real-time personalization entirely to the software. All of the teachers we interviewed reported that, while the level of personalization enabled by ITSs is one of its main attractions, such personalization also makes it more challenging for teachers to monitor their students’ current activities and provide them with timely feedback.

Have “eyes in the back of my head.” Teachers noted that some students take advantage of the challenges such software poses for classroom monitoring. They shared stories of catching middle school students switching to non-academic websites when they thought the teacher was not watching, but then immediately switching back when they knew they were in visual range. Thus, much of these teachers’ energy is spent “patrolling” the classroom and trying to make sure that everyone is on task.

Detect students’ misconceptions. Similar to teachers’ desire to see students’ thought processes, their desire to see student misconceptions was rooted in the actionability of this information. While teachers viewed “seeing students’ thought processes” as enabling real-time correction of particular student errors, to help shape students’ knowledge of procedures, they viewed “detecting students’ misconceptions” as enabling the correction of persistent false beliefs that might hinder future learning.

Know which students are making lots of careless errors. Finally, teachers wanted to be able to more easily detect, in real-time, whether students are putting in the effort required to learn. Based on this information, they could decide on a case-by-case basis whether it would be most productive to spend their time providing additional instruction, or whether they should instead try to motivate the student.
4.2 Directed Storytelling

To more directly investigate teachers’ needs for real-time support, we next conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 teachers across 5 schools. In these interviews, we asked teachers to walk us through specific, recent experiences using adaptive learning technologies in the classroom. When teachers brought up frustrations and challenges in the course of their storytelling, they were prompted to reflect on how they thought such systems might be better designed. Teachers were encouraged to imagine that there were no technical limitations, and in particular, no limits on what the system could measure about their students’ learning.

Two researchers then worked through transcriptions of approximately 5 hours of video and audio recorded interviews, to synthesize design findings using two standard techniques from Contextual Design: interpretation sessions and affinity diagramming (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997; Hanington & Martin, 2012). Interpretation sessions are aimed at helping design teams develop a shared understanding of collected interview and think-aloud data, by collaboratively extracting quotes representing key issues. Affinity diagramming is a widely used, bottom-up synthesis method, aimed at summarizing qualitative patterns across study participants’ responses, by iteratively clustering participant quotes into successively higher-level themes (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997; Hanington & Martin, 2012). Following several interpretation sessions, the resulting 301 extracted quotes were iteratively synthesized into 40 level-1 themes, 10 level-2 themes, and 4 level-3 themes.

The top-level (level-3) themes that emerged through Affinity Diagramming reflected strong desires to maintain control of the classroom, even when students are working with adaptive learning technologies, and to remain an effective force in the classroom, providing value over and above what these technologies can offer students. Quotes under these high-level themes were often accompanied by expressions of anxiety that educational technologists intend to replace their roles as teachers, instead of working to support these roles. In addition, the top-level themes reflected teachers’ desires for analytics that could truly provide information they did not already know and teachers’ concerns that real-time analytics in the classroom, if not designed carefully, could easily do more harm than good.

Within these top-level themes, teachers’ design requirements and opportunities broke down into the following 10 mid-level themes:

Help me to intervene where, when, and with what I am most needed. Teachers wanted support in deciding how best to prioritize their time across multiple students who may compete for their attention at once, when to help (or refrain from helping) a given student, and how best to help. Given teachers’ limited time during lab sessions, recommendations about how best to help students might come in the form of in-the-moment, personalized advice about effective instructional strategies to use, to address students’ specific areas of struggle.
Make sure the technology does not draw my attention away from my students! Teachers worried that real-time analytics could easily draw their attention away from their students, thus defeating the purpose. Furthermore, teachers noted that some of the most useful real-time information comes from reading students’ body language and other cues that likely would not be captured by a dashboard alone. As such, they emphasized that an effective classroom monitoring system would need to be designed to keep teachers’ eyes and ears on the classroom to the greatest extent possible.

How can I know whether what I’m doing is actually working? Teachers noted that opportunities to receive immediate feedback on their own teaching are extremely rare. They often worry, especially after seeing students’ test scores, that much of what they have taught students over several weeks or months may have had no impact. Observing that intelligent tutoring systems can already track aspects of students’ learning in real-time, teachers wanted these systems to also provide them with timely feedback on the effectiveness of their own help-giving (e.g., one-on-one interactions with individual students or targeted mini-lectures provided to the whole class). Receiving such immediate feedback during a class session could allow them to adjust their instructional strategies on the fly.

Help me understand the “why,” not just the “what”. Given how busy teachers are working with students during ITS lab sessions, they wanted ITSs to provide them with summarized, directly actionable information whenever possible. A real-time support tool would need to provide concise diagnoses of issues the teacher could act upon. For examples, rather than simply presenting teachers with the observation that a particular student is making frequent errors in the software, it would be valuable to also assist the teacher in determining whether this is due to carelessness or genuine struggles with the material (and if the latter, to help the teacher diagnose specific areas of struggle).

I’m just one person: help ease my load. Teachers emphasized the usefulness of group work and peer tutoring activities in reducing their orchestration load in the classroom. Some teachers suggested that one way an ITS could help them during a lab session would be to recommend groups of students who are likely to be able to help one another (perhaps adaptively matched by the ITS based on its knowledge of their current mastery of specific skills). This would lift some of the responsibility of helping students from the teacher’s shoulders, and also enable the teacher to work with a larger number of students who may be struggling with similar issues, by meeting with groups rather than individuals.

But how do I judge whether my students are really doing well? Teachers wanted more support from the ITS in determining what constitutes “good” performance (e.g., is a 70% probability of mastery below or above “average” for a particular skill and amount of practice?).

Help me monitor and manage student motivation. Teachers noted that it would be useful to have real-time analytics about their students’ motivation and affective states in the classroom, not just analytics about student learning and performance. Receiving real-time notifications about student frustration, for example, could allow teachers to intervene before students became too demotivated.
What can you tell me about my students that I do not already know? Teachers complained that reporting systems they had used in the past tended to provide them with a lot of unsurprising information about their students. Teachers wanted ITSs to take into account what they already knew about their students (e.g., “[this student] is going to make slower progress, but that’s only because she’s so deliberate”), and provide them with notifications only in cases that conflict with their expectations.

Allow me to customize the technology to meet my needs. Teachers emphasized that, in cases where an intelligent tutoring system’s instructional design differs in some way from their own pedagogy (e.g., when the mathematical notation the teacher uses in her/his lectures differs from that the ITS will accept from students), teachers want to be able to quickly and easy adapt the software to meet their needs.

Allow me to override the technology. In addition to customization, teachers also wanted the ability to take control of the ITS on-demand. For some teachers, this simply meant being able to “freeze” all of their students’ screens while giving an impromptu lecture in the midst of a lab session, to ensure they had students’ attention. For others, this meant being able to load a “quiz problem” on all students’ screens, to quickly assess the effects of a whole-class lecture on students’ knowledge of particular skills.

4.3 Exploring possible futures through speed dating

To further understand and validate needs teachers had revealed through the “superpowers” exercise and directed storytelling sessions we adopted a “speed dating” approach, presenting teachers with futuristic classroom scenarios inspired by these needs. Speed dating is a design method for rapidly exploring possible futures with users, intended to help researchers/designers probe the boundaries of what users will find acceptable (which otherwise often remain undiscovered until after a prototype has been developed and deployed). In speed dating sessions, participants are presented with a number of imagined scenarios in quick succession (represented through sketches, storyboards, or role-playing exercises), while researchers observe and aim to understand their gut reactions to these scenarios (Davidoff et al., 2007). In addition to revealing ways technology concepts may cross boundaries of acceptability, this method can lead to the discovery of unexpected design opportunities when anticipated boundaries are found not to exist or when unanticipated needs are discovered. Importantly, speed dating can often reveal needs and opportunities that may not be observed through field observations or other design activities, such as those described in prior sections.

We met with five teachers from our previous interviews, and presented them with futuristic classroom scenarios inspired by teachers’ own expressed needs. Teachers were presented with eleven storyboards. Each storyboard presented a scenario intended to probe the boundaries of acceptability, generated based on teachers’ most commonly requested “superpowers,” themes from our directed storytelling interviews, and notes from field observations in teachers’ classrooms (Holstein et al., 2017a; 2017b). Key findings from these speed dating sessions are summarized below:
Contrary to teachers’ expressed desire for real-time support in prioritizing their time across multiple students during a lab session, teachers consistently rejected the idea of “time management” systems that explicitly nudge them to spend less of their time with certain students (e.g., those who seem to be doing well without the teacher’s help) and more of their time with others (who may benefit from more assistance). For example, one teacher reacted strongly to this concept, stating, “I don’t need that… to remind me it’s time to move on. I know that. As an educator, you know when you’ve got other kids to deal with.” Although recent work suggests that, contrary to this teacher’s assertion, educators’ intuitions about which students need the most help during personalized lab sessions can be limited (Holstein et al., 2017a), this teacher’s comment reflects a core tension in the design of real-time, intelligent teacher supports. Teachers’ comments in response to this storyboard suggested that such “time management” systems can be undesirable if they threaten teachers’ autonomy in the classroom,
and also if they remove teachers’ ability to choose, on a case-by-case basis, between two conflicting desires during lab sessions (corresponding to two of the superpower ideas teachers generated): helping students who are “almost there” versus helping struggling students who may be most in need of help.

By contrast, teachers were highly receptive to technology designs that presented information to help them prioritize their time among students, without attempting to directly recommend specific actions. For example, the bottom panel in Figure 2 comes from one of the most positively received storyboards. This panel shows a heads up display, through which an ITS can inform the teacher that a given student may need their assistance (even if the student is not necessarily aware that she/he needs help), without explicitly recommending that the teacher help a particular student at a particular moment. As shown to the right of this panel in Figure 2, some teachers noted that such a tool would be particularly helpful because students’ hand raising behavior can be an unreliable indicator of their actual need for help.

A key reason teachers gravitated towards the concept of a heads up display was that, by displaying analytics directly overtrop their view of the classroom, this technology would not draw their attention away from the classroom. Teachers’ reactions to this and other storyboards, including a smart watch based classroom awareness tool, suggested that they might be quite open to and even prefer wearable interfaces for real-time use cases, as opposed to handheld displays such as tablets and mobile phones. In particular, teachers saw heads-up displays as an opportunity to have their own “private” smart classroom with analytics only they could see, preserving privacy between students.

5 PROTOTYPING REAL-TIME CLASSROOM ORCHESTRATION TOOLS

Our early design findings, discussed in section 4, laid the foundation for a broad research program. These design studies revealed strong needs for classroom AI systems that can effectively support teachers in addition to their students, enabling human teachers to remain in control of their classrooms, while freeing them up to do what they are uniquely good at. Building on these findings, we decided to narrow our scope, at least for an initial prototype, to the design of tools that specifically support real-time teacher awareness and decision-making in AI-enhanced classrooms, as opposed to system customization and control.

We next wanted to gain a more concrete sense of what real-time analytics would be most helpful to K-12 teachers during ITS class sessions, and how teachers would envision actually using such analytics during a class session, to inform their in-the-moment decision-making. In addition, we decided to further explore the idea of using heads up displays such as smart glasses, given teachers’ desire to keep their heads up and their attention focused on the classroom, and given the enthusiasm around this idea that we had observed in our speed dating study. To these ends, we conducted a series of iterative design studies with a total of 16 middle school math teachers across nine schools and six school districts. All participating teachers had previously used adaptive learning technologies in their classrooms, and 12 out of 16 had used an intelligent tutoring system as a regular component of their teaching.
5.1 Iterative low-fidelity prototyping

To further understand teachers’ needs and desires for real-time awareness support, before developing specific prototypes, we conducted a sequence of 3 lo-fi experience prototyping (Buchenau and Suri, 2000) and participatory comicboarding (Moraveji et al., 2007) sessions with middle school math teachers. For all studies, researchers traveled to schools to work with teachers in their own classrooms.

In each study session, a teacher viewed a computer screen showing a full-screen image of a classroom full of students working with adaptive learning software. A researcher asked the teacher to put on a pair of plastic eyeglass frames, which the teacher was asked to pretend were “smart glasses.” As soon as the teacher put on these glasses, a researcher pressed a button on the computer, triggering additional layers of information to appear in front of the image (simulating the experience of using actual smart glasses). Floating text labels appeared over individual students’ heads, alerting teachers to students’ current detected knowledge or behavioral states, in accordance with common teacher “superpower” ideas in our earlier design work. For example, by looking around the classroom, teachers could instantly see that certain students were currently struggling in the software, might be off-task, or were frequently making careless errors. In addition, two class-level dashboards appeared against the front wall of the classroom, visible only through the “smart glasses,” based on teachers’ expressed desires for real-time information at the class-level. One of these dashboards showed a list of skills that had been practiced by multiple students in the class, but mastered by very few students, and the other dashboard showed a sorted list of common errors that multiple students in the class had recently exhibited.

The image showed a single instant during a class session, frozen in time, and the teacher was asked to think aloud while imagining how they might, or might not, act on the information they were seeing through their glasses if this were an actual class session. Teachers were encouraged to remark on any information that was displayed to them, but which they did not find useful, as well as information that was not visible but which might inform their decision-making. For example, although one of teachers’ “superpower” ideas was to be able to see when students are frequently making “careless errors,” all teachers participating in this prototyping study expressed strong discomfort with the idea of a computer making judgments about students’ motivation (e.g., “carelessness”).

To facilitate brainstorming, teachers were also provided with a large, printed copy of the same classroom image shown on-screen, but with blank rectangles in place of the individual student labels and classroom analytics displays (see Figure 3). Throughout each session, teachers could use these blank spaces to sketch out new ideas for real-time information that might be displayed through the glasses. Each time a teacher generated an idea for new information, a researcher would press the teacher to describe how she/he envisioned using that information during a real class session. We found that the process of generating hypothetical use cases for particular analytics often led teachers to refine their ideas, as they realized that more, or different kinds of information might be needed to support particular decisions. As in the “superpowers” study, the ideas that a teacher generated during one study...
Figure 3. A researcher working with a K-12 teacher to design concepts and potential use scenarios during a low-fidelity prototyping session.

were ultimately incorporated into the version of the experience prototype (i.e., the image and overlaid analytics) that we would show to the following teacher.

At opportune moments throughout each study, researchers also probed teacher reactions to specific classroom scenarios involving the use of smart glasses, using storyboards that were prepared before the study. We took a participatory comicboarding approach (Moraveji et al., 2007), typically leaving the final panel or two of a comicboard blank. This allowed teacher to fill in the details of how they would imagine a classroom scenario progressing, or what decisions and actions they might take in that scenario, rather than relying entirely on a researcher-generated sequence of events.

During the first lo-fi prototyping session, we found that it was challenging for the teacher to imagine the actual experience of using mixed-reality smart glasses in the classroom. So, for the second and third sessions, we added an experience prototyping phase at the beginning of the study, using actual mixed-reality smart glasses (although with Wizard of Oz'd analytics, presented at a single instant in time). We used the Microsoft HoloLens³, which enabled us to place readily available, default HoloLens assets at fixed spatial positions throughout a teacher’s classroom. When teachers then began the lo-fi prototyping and sketching exercises, they could refer back to this experience.

5.2 Iterative mid-fidelity experience prototyping

We next moved to higher-fidelity prototyping sessions, given that we had observed strongly positive reactions to the concept of teacher smart glasses in early prototyping sessions and had also begun to gain a more detailed understanding of teachers’ real-time information needs. We conducted an iterative sequence of prototyping sessions with 5 middle school math teachers. As in our earlier prototyping studies, researchers traveled to middle school sites and worked with teachers in their own classrooms.

3 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hardware
Each study session lasted for 90 minutes. The teacher wore the HoloLens for the first hour and participated in experience prototyping activities (Buchenau and Suri, 2000), experimenting with different combinations and spatial configurations of analytics displays while generating ideas for potential use cases. Following this experience prototyping phase, teachers participated in a 30-minute semi-structured post-interview in which they had the opportunity to reflect on their experiences and provide more detailed design feedback. For these and subsequent prototyping studies, we narrowed our focus specifically to the context of middle school math classrooms using ITSs for equation solving.

In order to present teachers with a range of design alternatives, we used a modified version of HoloSketch\(^4\), a HoloLens application for rapid prototyping of mixed-reality experiences. Using HoloSketch, we were able to position two-dimensional assets, including mock-ups of student- and class-level analytics displays created in Photoshop, throughout a teacher’s physical classroom space. For example, when a teacher put the HoloLens on, she/he could see indicator symbols floating over empty student seats, and class-level analytics displays appearing as “wall decorations” that the teacher was able to reposition as they saw fit (see Figure 4, left). Throughout each prototyping session, the teacher had the opportunity to move about her/his classroom. Teachers were asked to think-aloud during these sessions, imagining what actions they might take in response to the displayed analytics if this were a real class session, and what other information might support them in making such decisions.

In the first mid-fi experience prototyping session, we included all of the indicator symbols and analytics displays that teachers had consistently requested up until this point, in our lo-fi prototyping studies. Then, in-between sessions, we rapidly iterated on the design of individual student- and class-level displays, incorporating new ideas that teachers had generated during the previous session. Since our design mock-ups were synchronized with the HoloLens app as 2D assets, we were also able to make modifications during a session based on teachers’ live design feedback, by editing these assets on a

\(^4\) [https://github.com/Microsoft/MRDesignLabs/tree/master/ReleasedApps/HoloSketch](https://github.com/Microsoft/MRDesignLabs/tree/master/ReleasedApps/HoloSketch)
laptop as a teacher viewed them (in an appropriate spatial context) through the HoloLens. Between prototyping sessions, we also reflected on our areas of greatest uncertainty. For each open question, we mocked up several design alternatives. Towards the end of each session, we brought the teacher to the back of their classroom, where (in mixed-reality) we had arranged an immersive “gallery” of these new design alternatives (see Figure 4, right). Teachers could reposition these information displays and experiment by decorating their classrooms with different combinations and arrangements of displays, all while thinking aloud and providing design feedback. Based on this feedback, we iterated on these designs prior to the next prototyping session, providing opportunities to validate previous teachers designs (and the needs underlying these designs) with new teachers in subsequent sessions.

5.3 Design findings from low- to mid-fidelity prototyping

Our research team worked through transcriptions of approximately 12 hours of audio/video-recorded prototyping sessions, across 8 teachers, to synthesize design findings through Interpretation Sessions and Affinity Diagramming (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997; Hanington & Martin, 2012). Following a series of Interpretation Sessions, the resulting 655 quotes were iteratively synthesized into 77 level-1 themes, 23 level-2 themes, 10 level-3 themes, and 7 level-4 themes. Key high-level findings (level-4 themes) are summarized below:

**Student-level indicators.** Five major categories of student learning and behavioral states emerged from these co-design sessions, shown in Figure 5. Teachers strongly preferred to keep these indicators visually simple, displaying a single graphical symbol above each student’s head (as in Figure 6) to avoid information overload during a class session. However, it was also important to teachers that they could access brief elaborations on-demand (e.g., by having such elaborations appear when looking directly at an indicator, as shown in Figure 6), which could help teachers better understand why an indicator was appearing for a student at a particular time. In line with our prior findings, all teachers expressed a desire to see positive information about individual students, not just negative information. In particular, teachers wanted to be able to see when students have been performing particularly well recently. Teachers found this valuable for several reasons, including: motivating themselves (since seeing only negative alerts might be discouraging), motivating students (by identifying and praising students who have been doing well lately), and identifying students who may be under-challenged by the software.

**Sequences of student states can be information-rich.** In addition to seeing indicators that reflect students’ current “states,” teachers noted that it would be useful to see sequences of detected states that preceded a student’s current state. For instance, if a student is currently “idle” or “misusing the software” in some way, it would be useful to know whether that student was also recently struggling. Teachers would then interpret the prior struggle as a possible cause of the student’s current behavior, and respond accordingly.
Figure 5. Consistently requested categories of real-time indicators (from Holstein, Hong, et al., 2018).

**The classroom as a dashboard.** During our experience prototyping sessions, teachers remarked that it felt natural to reference information displays that were distributed throughout their physical classroom spaces. In the absence of a real-time awareness tool, teacher were used to monitoring their students by scanning the physical classroom (e.g., reading students’ faces and body language), and “patrolling” rows of student seats to catch quick glances of individual students’ screens. One teacher remarked, “I would also use their body language to judge the situation, but the initial [alert] would help, so I know to go over there.” Teachers also revealed that they already used their classrooms as distributed information displays. For example, during a typical class session, teachers would often leave notes and images for themselves on boards or projected displays, to reference throughout the session.

**Needs for selective shared awareness.** All participating teachers noted that the analytics they found most useful in informing their real-time decision-making tended to be ones they would not be comfortable sharing with students. Teachers expected that these analytics could do more harm than good, by promoting unproductive social comparison and competition among their students (cf. Aguliar, 2018). As one teacher put it, “In middle school, kids don’t know what they don’t know, [but] kids care so much about how they’re seen by others [...] they don’t want to look stupid or feel stupid.” However, teachers also noted that they would want a mechanism to selectively share particular analytics during the course of a class session. Five out of eight teachers suggested it would be useful to customize the shared visibility of particular analytics on a class-by-class basis. All of these teachers predicted an interaction effect in which real-time analytics might motivate higher-achieving classes by promoting healthy competition among students, while demotivating lower-achieving classes.

**Ground automated inferences in ‘raw’ examples of student-generated artifacts.** Teachers emphasized the importance of having access to “raw” student-generated artifacts, in a familiar format, in addition to the system’s automated inferences. For example, the mock-ups of “deep-dive” screens shown in Figure 6 display individual students’ greatest “areas of struggle,” including examples of actual student errors for each area of struggle that the student has recently exhibited. Showing these example errors is crucial not only in helping the teacher perform further diagnosis, but also in supporting teacher trust (cf. Bull & Kay, 2016; Lipton, 2018) or enabling the teacher to “override” system judgments if deemed necessary.
Enable teachers to “peek” at students’ solution paths. In addition to presenting teachers with summaries of a student’s main areas of struggle, teachers generally wanted to be able to see a live feed of a student’s current activities (potentially annotated, as in Figure 6). Although we had expected that teachers would prefer to simply walk over to a student and observe that student’s screen directly, teachers noted that physically approaching students can cause them to alter their behavior, potentially reducing the diagnostic usefulness of direct observations (cf. Holstein et al., 2017a).

Support anonymous teacher-student communication (“Invisible hand raises”). Although most of teachers’ design feedback focused on ways real-time analytics could help them regulate students’ learning, some teachers emphasized the importance of also creating opportunities to develop students’ help-seeking skills (Aleven, Roll, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2016). Several teachers proposed the idea of giving students an “Ask the teacher” button within the tutoring software, which would trigger a “raised hand” symbol within the glasses. Teachers expected that, by providing students with a mechanism to request help that was not easily visible to other students, more students would feel comfortable requesting help (cf. Schofield et al., 1994). Otherwise, as one teacher put it, “for a number of students in my class, unless I [walk over], they are never going to say anything.”

5.4 Development of a higher-fidelity prototype

Up until this point, all prototyping sessions had relied upon Wizard of Oz’ing analytics, presented “frozen in time” at a single instant of a class session. However, the behavior of a real-time learning analytics tool can be heavily dependent on the dynamics of specific data-generating contexts in combination with specific analytic methods/algorithms. We next wanted to begin prototyping the experience of using smart glasses to monitor a class session unfolding over time, using real student data and analytics. Based on our findings from low- to mid-fidelity prototyping, we developed a mixed-reality application called
Lumilo (see Figure 7), using Unity3D5 and the HoloToolkit6 for the Microsoft HoloLens. Using a newly-extended version of the CTAT/TutorShop architecture for ITS authoring and deployment (Holstein, Yu, et al., 2018), we developed an initial set of automated detectors of student learning and behavior, making use of existing student modeling techniques (e.g., Aleven et al., 2016; Beck & Gong, 2013; Desmarais & Baker, 2012; Käser et al., 2016), to provide teachers with each of the key categories of indicators described in the previous section. When plugged into an ITS, the real-time analytics generated by these detectors would then be streamed to a learning management system, and finally to Lumilo, where they would update mixed-reality displays visible through the teacher’s glasses. Further details of Lumilo’s technical implementation are provided in (Holstein, Hong, et al., 2018; Holstein, Yu, et al., 2018).

To support future design explorations, we architected the initial prototype of Lumilo in a highly modular fashion, to enable rapid design iteration in-between future prototyping sessions, and even to make small adjustments within a single prototyping session, based on live teacher feedback. For example, alternative student modeling (detector) algorithms intended to measure the same teacher-identified construct (such as “unproductive struggle”) could be interchanged for comparison during a prototyping session. All detectors included in our initial prototyping sessions were drawn from the LA, Educational Data Mining, and AI in Education literatures—where many automated detectors of student learning and behavior have been introduced and validated, which rely only on students’ interactions within the software (e.g., Aleven et al., 2016; Beck & Gong, 2013; Desmarais & Baker, 2012; Käser et al., 2016). For example, in order to drive a real-time indicator of “unproductive struggle,” we explored the use of simpler methods such as Beck and Gong’s detector of “wheel-spinning” (Beck & Gong, 2013), as well as more sophisticated methods such as Käser et al’s “predictive stability” (Käser et al., 2016). Each detector

---

5 https://unity3d.com

6 https://github.com/Microsoft/HoloToolkit-Unity
was implemented in a parameterized fashion, so that aspects of a detector’s behavior (e.g., tunable alert thresholds) could be adjust during and between sessions based on teachers’ feedback.

We also developed a new logging library for Lumilo, which automatically logs teachers’ actions in a physical classroom space over the course of a class session. For example, Lumilo can record time-stamped logs of a teacher’s physical proximity to a given student in the class moment-by-moment, as well as the teacher’s absolute location in the classroom, their proximity to landmarks (such as the teacher’s desk or whiteboard), the target of a teacher’s gaze, and all teacher interactions within the tool interface. These logs are recorded to DataShop, a major educational data repository (Koedinger et al., 2010).

5.5 Prototyping real-time classroom analytics using Replay Enactments

Using this functional prototype, we next conducted an iterative sequence of higher-fidelity experience prototyping sessions, with a total of 10 math teachers across 5 schools. All participating teachers had previously used an adaptive learning technology in their classrooms, and seven out of 10 teachers had used an ITS as a regular component of their classroom instruction.

To rapidly prototype the experience of using Lumilo in a classroom, prior to running studies with the system in live classrooms with actual students (which can be costly in K-12 settings, and may be harmful to students if the prototype is still ‘rough’), we developed a new prototyping method: Replay Enactments (REs). Much like other recently proposed prototyping methods in the learning analytics (LA) literature, such as the simulation methods presented in Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2012) and Mavrakis et al. (2016), Replay Enactments involve replaying log data from students’ interactions with educational technologies in order to prototype real-time analytics and visualizations with end-users (such as teachers or students). However, in the spirit of recent methods from the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for prototyping radically new experiences, such as User Enactments (Odom, Zimmerman, Davidoff, Forlizzi, Dey, & Lee, 2012), REs build on prior LA approaches by emphasizing embodied role-playing in physical classroom environments. In our initial work piloting this prototyping method with teachers, we found that pushing teachers to role-play while actually navigating throughout a physical classroom space seemed to contribute to an illusion of “actually being there.” In addition, having the teacher move throughout the classroom provided early insight into potential effects of a classroom’s layout and students’ seating arrangement relative to this layout (cf. Holstein, et al., 2017).

In contrast to User Enactments, which typically involve Wizard-of-Oz’d scenarios, Replay Enactments prototype an experience using authentic data and algorithms, evolving over time. Although this requires earlier investment in technical development, doing so can enable earlier, nuanced observations of the interplay between human and machine judgments, such as the ways in which a system’s false positives and false negatives may impact the user experience (UX) of using a data-driven algorithmic system (cf. Dove, Halskov, Forlizzi, & Zimmerman, 2017). As such, REs responds to recent calls within the human-computer interaction and machine learning communities (e.g., within the nascent “UX of AI” community) for “new kinds” of prototyping methods that can address the unique challenges of
prototyping data-driven algorithmic systems such as learning analytics tools (e.g., Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017; Dove et al., 2017). The behavior of such systems is highly dependent on interactions between particular data contexts (e.g., specific socio-cultural contexts from which educational data was collected) and particular algorithms (e.g., specific machine learning models trained on specific datasets), which cannot easily be imagined ahead of time by system designers. For example, a recent study of industry product teams’ challenges around algorithmic bias at major companies, including several companies working on learning analytics applications, found that a lack of suitable pre-deployment prototyping methods was a central pain point (Holstein, Wortman Vaughan, Daumé III, Dudík, & Wallach, 2018).

Figure 8 shows a general, high-level description of a Replay Enactments prototyping study. REs involve the simulation, at the highest level of fidelity feasible, of a relevant data-generating context (such as a classroom of students working with adaptive learning technologies). To generate this simulated context, authentic (rather than Wizard-of-Oz’ed) data streams are replayed at the same speed at which the data were originally generated. Within this simulated context, participants are equipped to receive two key streams of sensory input: first, a simulated approximation of what the user would perceive in the target environment (e.g., in an actual classroom), even without access to real-time analytics or visualizations; and second, a particular form of cognitive augmentation (e.g., a specific tool design, including particular analytics and visualizations). Given a simulated context and a particular form of augmentation, the user is asked to complete an approximation of an authentic, complex task. Ideally, if the target task involves spatial navigation decisions (as in a vehicle driving task, a hands-on learning activity, or a simulation of active classroom teaching), the simulated task should reflect the physical nature of the target task.

These components are shown as nested boxes in Figure 8 to indicate that each can be swapped out for comparison purposes (e.g., the same form of cognitive augmentation, a particular learning analytics system design, might be tested across replays of datasets generated from multiple, diverse classroom contexts). In addition to generating qualitative insights, REs can be used to provide early insight into the effects of different tool designs (e.g., particular choices of analytics) might have on user behavior. Since the use of data replays removes the possibility user behavior will influence the data streams being...
replayed (and thus removes the possibility of feedback loops), REs can also support early empirical evaluations of how effectively an early warning/alert system might steer users’ attention.

In each of an initial round of five REs study sessions, each held with a single teacher at a time, we brought teachers into a computer lab on our university’s campus. At each empty seat in the lab, we had placed a nametag with a fabricated student name before the study session began. On the corresponding computer screen, we had logged into the tutoring software, under that student’s name. In addition, using Lumilo, we had positioned mixed-reality holograms throughout the computer lab so that indicators, associated with corresponding student accounts in the software, would appear over “student” heads. Class-level analytics displays were also positioned along the walls of the computer lab.

Using a newly developed log replay system, we were able to replay log data from an entire class of students, using datasets previously collected from a multi-classroom study in which middle school students used Lynnette, an ITS for linear equation solving. When a researcher pressed a button in a web-based “controller” interface, the entire class sprang to life, replaying a 40-minute class session from beginning to end, at actual speed. The teacher wore Lumilo during this simulation phase and was asked to pretend that this was an actual class session, thinking aloud as she/he moved throughout the classroom space. If the teacher thought they might focus attention on a particular student at a particular time, she/he was asked to verbalize what they might say to that student in-the-moment, if the student were actually there. Teachers often became quite immersed in this task. As one teacher remarked, about halfway through the a REs session, “You know what? I’m acting like [the students are] really here now [...] I’m thinking that I’m gonna tell them something and [the indicator] is gonna change.”

We ran separate Replay Enactments sessions with a total of five teachers. Each of these sessions began with a 35-minute training and familiarization phase, during which the teacher could acclimate to using the system. This was then followed by a 40-minute simulation phase, during which the teacher was asked to think-aloud, and a 15-minute post-interview to elicit additional design feedback. To prototype the experience of using Lumilo under a diverse range of classroom dynamics, we selected one dataset from a “remedial” middle school math class, one dataset from an “advanced” class, and one dataset from an “average” class, where class tiers were based on those assigned by the schools from which these datasets were drawn. We then randomly assigned dataset to REs study sessions, so that the remedial and average classes were replayed for two teachers each, and the advanced class was replayed for the remaining teacher. To account for potential influences of a classroom’s spatial layout, different computer labs, with a range of spatial layouts, were used across study sessions.

During Replay Enactments, our goal was to elicit teacher feedback not only on Lumilo’s interface design and the visual presentation of analytics, but also on the specific choices of learning analytics that were used to drive Lumilo’s real-time indicators and class-level dashboards. During each session’s training and familiarization phase, teachers were provided with definitions for each indicator symbol. These included brief summaries of a detector’s structure, the main features it relies upon, and the default settings of any free parameters (e.g., alert thresholds) used by an indicator or its corresponding detector.
Within the simulation phase of each session, teachers frequently monitored students’ raw activity within the software (either by approaching a student’s computer terminal and observing their screen, or by opening the student’s deep-dive window through the glasses interface). In doing so, they often observed ways in which particular detectors might have been over- or under-sensitive, or may have been overlooking key features of student thinking and behavior entirely. Such feedback provided opportunities for us to iterate on the selection and design of detectors and alert policies that drove Lumilo’s real-time indicators in-between REs sessions (and sometimes even within a single REs session). For example, over several iterations, the definition of the “struggling” indicator evolved to include not only a threshold on a student’s recent error rate, but also the automated detection of student hint avoidance (Aleven et al., 2016), as well as whether a student remained stuck despite having made good use of the software’s built-in hint function, with the corresponding “question mark” symbol glowing gradually brighter, the longer the student remained stuck. By the final two REs sessions, teacher observations of under- or over-sensitivity, or mismatches between the analytics and a teacher’s own judgments of a student’s knowledge or behavior, had become relatively rare.

Examples of other design features that entered the prototype during this iterative refinement process, included the ability to set visual “reminders” on an individual student by clicking-and-holding on the student’s indicator. Teachers found this useful as a reminder to check back with a student, for example if that student appears to be struggling currently, but it is unclear to the teacher whether the student might overcome this struggle on her/his own within the next few minutes. As one teacher put it, “You want to stay with a kid until they have it mastered but... there’s that advantage to saying ‘Okay, try a few of these, I’ll come back to you.’ I’ve never found a good answer to that one.” In addition, we found that teachers saw great value in the ability to monitor individual students’ activities from a distance, while walking around the classroom or while working face-to-face with a student seated across the room. As such, we enhanced Lumilo so that a teacher could have the deep-dive screen “tag along” with them as they walked (as opposed to hanging in space near the corresponding student, visible only when the teacher was looking in that student’s direction). Finally, to give teachers “eyes in the back of their heads,” a common need from our early “superpowers” design study, we added ambient, spatial sound notifications. For example, if a student was misusing the software, a teacher could privately perceive a soft auditory notification, as if it were emanating from that student’s location in the classroom.

5.6 Design findings from Replay Enactments

As before, we conducted Interpretation Sessions and Affinity Diagramming to synthesize design findings from transcriptions of approximately 18.5 hours of audio/video recorded think-aloud data and design feedback. The resulting 486 quotes were iteratively synthesized into 43 level-1 themes, 26 level-2 themes, 13 level-3 themes, and 5 level-4 themes. Key high-level findings from this synthesis (level-4 categories) are highlighted below. We see these design findings as fruitful directions for future work.

Value of continuous, real-time feedback on instruction. Although Lumilo did not provide direct feedback to teachers about their own instruction, teachers frequently inferred potential effects of their
instructional interventions (e.g., helping an individual student or providing a brief whole-class lecture) by monitoring changes in student and class state following an intervention. In fact, teachers were often tempted to infer causality even during REs sessions, in which no students were actually present. In line with findings from our earlier directed storytelling and speed dating studies, teachers emphasized that receiving more direct, in-the-moment feedback about the effects of their own teaching on students’ learning could help them adjust their instruction on-the-spot, and perhaps even improve their teaching over time (especially if this in-the-moment feedback were constructive).

When many students need help on different topics at the same time, choice can be anxiety inducing. During REs, teachers realized that when they were made more aware of student struggle during a class session, they also became more aware of their limited ability to actually help all of their students. The main way teachers proposed addressing this was through dynamically adjustable alert thresholds, which could help them better focus their attention during times when they would otherwise be overloaded (e.g., when many students need their help simultaneously, or in more chaotic classes that require teachers to devote more attention to basic classroom management). As one teacher put it, “I’m going to be able to handle different [numbers of alerts] in different classes […] I’d want to be able to control that.”

Action recommendations in addition to awareness support. As we progressed to higher-fidelity prototyping, teachers consistently noted that it would be helpful to have more explicit action recommendations from the system, to help them prioritize their attention across students and/or to decide how best to help particular students. For example, one teacher suggested that it would sometimes be helpful to receive recommendation for “conversation starters,” such as self-explanation prompts they could give a student, targeted to that student’s current areas of struggle, to avoid providing “too much” scaffolding. It is clear from our early design explorations, however, that such as system would need to be designed with great care, to respect teachers’ autonomy and ensure that system recommendations are aligned with teachers’ goals.

Automated support for dynamic, adaptive peer matching. In line with findings from our early directed storytelling sessions, teachers noted it would be useful to receive support in adaptively and dynamically assigning students to serve as peer tutors throughout a class session (cf. Diana et al., 2017; Olsen, 2017).

Trade-offs between accuracy and interpretability. Although teachers had expressed a preference for simpler, more interpretable analytics in lower-fidelity prototyping sessions, it became apparent during higher-fidelity prototyping sessions that the strength of this preference may depend heavily on the underlying construct that a real-time indicator was purporting to measure. For example, when it came to detection of “system misuse,” it was important to teachers that they could easily understand (and thus justify to students) precisely the patterns of student actions that had led to this classification. By contrast, teachers appeared to be more open to the use of “black box” algorithms for detecting “unproductive persistence” if this meant alerting them to these students earlier (given that after this initial alert, teachers could apply their own discretion, using other information available to them).
Prior to piloting Lumilo in live K-12 classrooms, we wanted to better understand its effects on teachers’ behavior. We ran an in-lab evaluation consisting of an additional six REs, across which Lumilo’s design was held constant, to investigate whether and how Lumilo might influence teachers’ time allocation (cf. Martinez-Maldonado, Clayphan, Yacef, & Kay, 2015) across students of varying prior domain knowledge and learning rates compared with business-as-usual (i.e., without an orchestration tool).

Each session replayed data from a 40-minute class session, randomly selected from a pool of five “average” and “remedial” classes. An “average” class was replayed in four REs sessions, and a “remedial” class was replayed in the remaining two sessions. Advanced classes were omitted from the selection pool for this study, given that there was relatively little between-student variance in test scores in these classes. To minimize potential effects of student names or seating positions on teachers’ behavior, replayed students were randomly assigned names and seats in each session.

To measure how teachers allocated their time across students, we architected Lumilo so that the mixed-reality indicators positioned above students’ heads doubled as proximity sensors within a physical classroom space. We measured each teacher’s allocation of time to a given student as the cumulative time (in seconds) that she or he spent within a 4-foot radius of that student’s indicator. If a teacher was within range of multiple students, time was accumulated only for the nearest of these students. We used hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) to predict teachers’ time allocation across replayed “students” as a function of either students’ prior domain knowledge (measured by a pretest in the original class session being replayed) or students’ learning (measured by a posttest, controlling for the student’s pretest score). As is the case in a typical classroom study, teachers did not have access to pre- or post-test data. Thus, Lumilo did not use any pre- or post-test data when presenting analytics to teachers. Using 2-level models with students nested within classrooms provided a better fit than 1-level or more complex models. Standardized coefficients for student-level variables are shown in row 2 of Table 1. As shown, teachers using Lumilo in REs spent significantly more of their time attending to replay “students” with relatively lower pretest scores, or lower posttest scores (controlling for pretest).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Type</th>
<th>Number of Teachers</th>
<th>Number of Classrooms</th>
<th>Average class size</th>
<th>Using Lumilo?</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-4.66*</td>
<td>-21.19**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Relationships between teachers time allocation across replayed students (in seconds) and students’ prior knowledge (pretest score) and learning (posttest score controlling for pretest).

* p < 0.05, ** p< 0.01, *** p < 0.001
By contrast, row 1 of Table 1 shows results from a prior in-vivo classroom study with 4 teachers (across 7 live middle school classrooms), in which students worked with Lynnette while their teacher monitored and helped students (without access to an orchestration tool). Performing the same analysis as above, this time with data from the classroom study (with time allocation recorded via manual classroom coding), we again found that 2-level models provided the best fit. Coefficients for these models are provided in Table 1 (row 1). Although all participating teachers reported attempting to devote most of their time to students whom they expected would struggle with the material, we found no significant relationships between students’ pre- or post-test scores and teachers’ time allocation across students.

We took this contrast as preliminary evidence that Lumilo may aid teachers in focusing on and helping those students with lower prior knowledge. More importantly, we interpreted these results as suggestive that Lumilo may successfully aid teachers in identifying students who would have gone on to exhibit the lowest learning in an actual classroom session, at least without the teacher’s help. Since the use of replay removes the possibility of a causal arrow from teacher behavior to students’ learning within the software, this method allows us to investigate counterfactuals such as the above for different forms of teacher augmentation. Conversely, classroom studies – although much costlier to run – allow investigation of the effects of a tool in the social context where it is ultimately intended to be used, in the presence of many competing influences on a teacher’s attention and judgment.

6 LUMILO GOES TO SCHOOL IN THE BIG CITY

Given promising findings in our in-lab evaluation study, we next brought Lumilo into real middle school classrooms. Over the course of one school year, we iteratively piloted Lumilo in 18 middle school math classrooms across five schools and tested the glasses in an additional 12 classrooms as treatment conditions in an in-vivo classroom experiment (Holstein, McLaren, & Aleven, 2018a; 2018b). This experiment investigated the effects of providing teachers with real-time analytics about student learning, metacognition, and behavior on teacher and student behavior, and students’ out-of-software learning gains (Holstein et al., 2018b). Among several other findings, the results indicated that students learned more when their teacher used Lumilo, compared with both business-as-usual and a condition in which teachers used a simpler form of classroom monitoring support (Holstein et al., 2018b). In particular, a teacher’s use of real-time teacher analytics served as an equalizing force in the classroom. That is, whereas the use of ITSs in K-12 has sometimes been shown, in prior studies, to increase achievement gaps (Rau, 2015; Reich & Ito, 2017), teachers’ use of real-time analytics in the classroom had the effect of narrowing the gap in learning outcomes across students of varying prior domain knowledge (Holstein et al., 2018b). This effect appeared to be mediated by a shift in the way teachers distributed their time across students during a class session. Without Lumilo, teachers distributed their time relatively evenly across students of varying prior domain knowledge. However, when using Lumilo, teachers allocated significantly more time towards students detected as struggling or exhibiting maladaptive learning behaviors—resulting in a dramatic shift of teachers’ time and attention towards students with lower prior domain knowledge.
While our prior work reports on quantitative findings from these classroom pilots and experiments (Holstein et al., 2018a; 2018b), in the following we share observations from a year of deploying Lumilo “in the wild,” with an emphasis on needs and nuances not captured our earlier design work with teachers: From the first classroom pilot onward, teacher and student responses to Lumilo were much more positive than we would have expected for an initial venture outside of the lab. By the time we entered the classroom, we had already encountered many “surprises” in our Replay Enactments sessions by testing with diverse classroom datasets, and had iterated on Lumilo’s design accordingly. In some cases, teachers found that particular design features that had emerged through iterative prototyping were even more useful in live classrooms than they had anticipated during REs. For example, one teacher who had participated in both a REs session and a set of pilot sessions with his own classes was frequently observed multi-tasking during a class session—using the glasses to peek at analytics for students across the room, and interleaving quick feedback between multiple students, even in the middle of working face-to-face with a particular student. This teacher reflected that he did not feel as strong a need to multi-task in the REs study, but in a live classroom where multiple students were constantly vying for the teacher’s attention, “[The ability to] take a student’s screen with me, even if I’m over here working with another student is amazingly useful... that was well thought through.”

Teachers reported making frequent use of Lumilo’s analytics to identify students who might need their help—in some cases, directly referencing these analytics in one-on-one conversation with a student: “You have a smiley face [right now], but you’re still having trouble with adding and subtracting variables from both sides ... That’s what you need to watch, when you have variables on both sides, you need to subtract on both sides [not just one].”

In other cases, teachers used Lumilo’s alerts in ways they had not anticipated during REs think-alouds. For example, in one class, a teacher noticed a “system misuse” alert over one student’s head, with elaboration text indicating that this student seemed to be “Abusing hints?” However, the teacher believed that hint abuse was out of character, given what she knew about this student. When the teacher approached to find out how the student was doing, she learned that this student was actually colorblind and thus could not perceive the correctness feedback providing by the tutoring system (which was coded green for ‘correct’ and red for ‘incorrect’). This had led the student to frustration and an apparent overreliance on the tutoring software’s “hint” function. In a similar case, a teacher noticed that an otherwise diligent student had been idle in the software for over five minutes. The teacher approached this student and noticed that this student was playing online video games instead of doing the assigned work. The teacher asked how the student was feeling that day, which led the student to disclose that she/he had broken up with a significant other over the preceding weekend. In response, the teacher gave the student permission to take the day off from math, if needed.

Each class session began with the teacher introducing the glasses to the class, often accompanied by an invitation to laugh at the teacher’s appearance while wearing the prototype (see Figure 9, left): “Alright everyone get the giggles out now. You can laugh at me for the next five minutes, but after that it’s time
to work.” After each class, the teacher would invite her/his students to reflect on the experience, and provide design feedback from the student perspective. Overall, students also reacted very positively to teachers’ use of Lumilo during ITS lab sessions. At the beginning of one class session, a student said, “I’m a little afraid. [The researcher’s] gonna let [the teacher] spy on us…” During class, however, the student appeared to warm up to the idea. On multiple occasions, the teacher approached the student to provide (unsolicited) help based on what the teacher saw through the glasses. At the end of one of these student-teacher exchanges, after the student completed the majority of a problem without the teacher’s assistance, the student and teacher high-fived. During the end-of-class reflection, the same student said, “It was awesome how [the teacher] just knew when I needed help.” In another classroom, a student exclaimed, “I want to be a teacher when I grow up!”

Piloting Lumilo in 30 live middle school classrooms also revealed several critical needs that Lumilo’s design did not address. For example, both students and teachers across multiple classrooms emphasized needs for additional features to support “anonymous” non-face-threatening communication between students and teachers during a class session, beyond “invisible hand raises”. In the absence of such features, students sometimes took matters into their own hands. For example, in one class session, a student used the equation-entry box in Lynnette’s interface to write “secret” messages to their teacher, viewable through the teacher’s glasses. In addition, while teachers reported that it rarely made sense to give a whole-class lecture given the non-synchronized nature of ITS class sessions, they realized that it would be useful to have more support in dynamically deciding between small group (“pull out”) interventions versus interventions with individual students. While the Lumilo’s design included analytics at the individual and whole-class levels, the design did not facilitate rapid filtering of students to identify relevant student subgroups. One teacher suggested it might have been helpful if “the class [dashboard would let] you zoom in and see which students are struggling with a particular skill.”

Finally, after using Lumilo in the classroom, multiple teachers raised needs for greater transparency and control. For example, one teacher noted that although the analytics presented by Lumilo provide some
insight into why the ITS might be making certain decisions (e.g., relating to adaptive problem selection), “When a student asks me why they have to do twenty problems in level three [of the ITS], before [moving on], but another student only has to do two problems... I should be able to answer that.”

In addition, some teachers noted that the transparency provided by Lumilo helped make them more aware of some of the limitations of the intelligent tutoring system their class was using (and associated student modeling techniques). Given this enhanced awareness, teachers reported frustration over their relative lack of control. One teacher noted that it would be helpful if they could provide feedback when Lumilo’s alerts miss the mark, to customize the alerts to their needs. Similarly, this teacher suggested that it would be nice if students had the option to see their own student model (including skill mastery estimates, metacognitive variables, and other information that the teacher can see through Lumilo) and contest what it says about their knowledge or behavior (cf. Bull & Kay, 2016), perhaps allowing the teacher to review and approve these cases individually during class. Another teacher mentioned that when using Lumilo, she/he was seeing students struggle with the same issues over and over again, and the software’s built-in hints did not seem to be helping in these cases. This teacher suggested that instead of “filling in” for the ITS by repeatedly giving different students the same feedback, “It would be nice if [the ITS] could listen to what I tell [the student, and] then just say that the next time a student gets stuck [with the same issue].”

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

While recently proposed design models in LA encourage the active involvement of stakeholders at every stage of the design process (e.g., Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018), demonstrations of actual co-design processes in learning analytics remain rare. In this work, we have presented the first case study, to our knowledge, of how classroom teachers can be meaningfully involved throughout the entire design process of a complex LA tool. In addition to designing and deploying a specific LA tool, Lumilo, our co-design process has generated a rich research agenda for future “hybrid” systems that can adaptively leverage complementary strengths of human and AI instruction. In the process of designing Lumilo, we have also explored the development of a new prototyping method, REs, for LA tools and other data-driven algorithmic systems.

7.1 Methodological reflections and recommendations for co-designing LA systems

Although recent work in the field of Learning Analytics encourages stakeholder involvement at every stage of the design/development of a LA tool—from early, generative design phases through piloting and evaluation in real-world educational contexts—demonstrations of successful end-to-end co-design processes for LA tools remain very rare in the literature. Furthermore, existing user-centered design workflows and frameworks (e.g., Dollinger & Lodge, 2018; Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2016) provide limited methodological guidance for effectively involving non-technical stakeholders at each phase of an LA design process. In the following, we present general recommendations for future LA co-design efforts, reflecting “lessons learned” and practices we have found valuable in the co-design process for
Lumilo. We view our design process as broadly consistent with prior workflows in the LA literature, so here we focus on specific practices that go beyond those explicitly highlight in prior work:

**Begin with stakeholder needs, not analytics or visualizations.** In designing any tool, it is useful to begin with an understanding of the needs a tool might address. Yet design processes for LA tools often seem to begin by identifying technical solutions (e.g., particular data sources, analytic methods, and visualizations), and then searching for opportunities to apply these solutions (Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2017). In the early, generative phases of our design process, we explicitly avoided discussing particular solutions with teachers, to avoid limiting these conversations by teachers’ conceptions of what is technologically possible. Instead, we found it much more productive to explore teachers’ current challenges and aspirations through probes like the “superpowers” exercise and through directed storytelling around teachers’ lived experiences. Findings from such design exercises subsequently enabled us to “match make” between specific teacher information needs (e.g., real-time updates about specific student constructs) and current technical possibilities (e.g., existing analytic and student modeling methods intended to measure these constructs). In some cases, beginning from stakeholder needs led us away from the use of more abstract visualizations that are common in existing learning analytics dashboards (such as plots, graphs, and charts) – towards the use of concrete, grounded representations of student data such as raw examples of student errors (cf. Bull & Kay, 2016).

**Regularly link analytics to action throughout the design process.** Although many learning analytics tools are designed to support awareness or reflection, the end goal of this enhanced awareness or support for reflection is commonly to support more informed decision-making and action. Throughout our design process, we found it highly useful to regularly link particular analytics to action. For example, in our early prototyping studies, we found that prompting teachers to reflect on what real-time decisions a particular information display might inform often led them to notice ways in which the display could be made more useful, usable, and/or trustworthy. In many cases, teachers would initially find particular visualizations interesting and appealing, but would change their minds when prompted to reflect on how they might actually use these visualizations to inform their classroom practice.

**Prototype specific user tasks and usage scenarios early and often.** In line with the previous recommendation, we have found it very useful to simulate specific user tasks and usage scenarios for an LA tool (e.g., by having stakeholders participate in role-playing and bodystorming exercises) as early and often as possible throughout the design and prototyping process. Such simulation exercises (combined with methods like think-alouds and cognitive task analyses) can help to surface information needs crucial for particular tasks or usage scenarios, but which users may not otherwise perceive or report “out of context.” Since different usage scenarios for an LA tool can involve very different types of tasks and decisions (e.g., planning a lesson versus identifying students who need help right now), different constraints (e.g., time pressure), and different affordances for action, simulating specific usage scenarios can sometimes reveal that radically different LA display designs are needed for different scenarios.
Prototype the behavior of LA tools using multiple, diverse real-world datasets. Finally, since the behavior of LA systems can depend heavily on nuances of particular data-generating contexts, in combination with particular analytic methods/algorithms, we have found that it can be extremely informative to run prototyping sessions with diverse datasets. For example, by replaying data from real classrooms across a range of socio-economic contexts and performance-levels in REs sessions, we were able to anticipate several context-specific design challenges before entering live classrooms.

7.2 Designing new prototyping methods for learning analytics systems

In the present work, we have introduced a new prototyping method: Replay Enactments (REs). We view REs as a step towards developing and formalizing a broader class of prototyping methods that can address the unique challenges of designing and prototyping complex, data-driven algorithmic systems. Moving forward, we expect that methods for prototyping with authentic algorithms and data from diverse data-generating contexts, will be invaluable in designing systems that are usable, useful, fair, and trustworthy.

A promising direction for future work is to explore how replay-based prototyping methods like REs might be refined to further structure participants’ feedback. While the current version of REs has participants engage in a relatively unstructured think-aloud while performing a task, future refinements might focus users’ attention on specific aspects of a data-driven algorithmic system’s design—for example, to test the usefulness of particular forms of AI “explanations” in the context of specific user tasks (cf. Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017; Poursabzi-Sangdeh, Goldstein, Hofman, Vaughan, & Wallach, 2018) or to support the discovery of spurious and undesirable biases in a systems’ behavior (cf. Holstein, Wortman Vaughan, et al., 2018). Similarly, instead of replaying a full class session, future work on replay-based prototyping methods like REs might explore methods to curate specific scenarios (i.e., data clips) with properties desirable for answering certain kinds of questions a research/design team may have. A potential tradeoff in developing more structured methods such as these is that this upfront structuring and curation may reduce opportunities for unexpected design findings to emerge (Odom et al., 2012). As such, a mix of less- and more-heavily structured studies may be desirable.

In order to test the interacting dynamics of specific data contexts, algorithms, visualizations, and human judgments in a simulated task context, REs differs from related prototyping methods like User Enactments and experience prototyping by requiring fairly heavy upfront investment in technical development. To a certain extent, higher upfront technical investment may be unavoidable when prototyping complex, data-driven algorithmic systems (Dove et al., 2017). However, promising direction for future work may be to explore lighter-weight prototyping methods that reap some of the benefits of REs earlier on in the design process. Finally, a fruitful direction for future work may be to explore new methods that can provide earlier insight into social nuances before deploying a system in the real world, while keeping development and recruitment costs low—perhaps by including multiple participants in role-playing exercises, or possibly a mix of multiple live and replayed participants.
8 CONCLUSIONS

The field of Learning Analytics (LA) is just beginning to explore what it might mean to co-design LA tools with stakeholders such as classroom teachers and learners (Dollinger and Lodge, 2018; Holstein et al., 2017b; Holstein, Hong, et al., 2018; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). In this article, we have presented an end-to-end case study and methodological guidance on how classroom teachers can be meaningfully involved throughout the entire design process of a complex LA tool. It is our hope that as the field of Learning Analytics matures, we will see more demonstrations of the benefits, opportunities, and challenges of co-designing LA tools with teachers, students, parents, and other critical stakeholders.
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